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Long, open-ended, hollow sandwich cylinders with ultralightweight cellular cores are optimized under uniform internal
pressure for minimum weight design. Five diﬀerent core topologies are considered: Kagome´ truss, single-layered pyramidal
truss, double-layered pyramidal truss, single-layered corrugated core and double-layered corrugated core. The highly por-
ous cellular materials are homogenized to obtain eﬀective constitutive relations. Close-formed solutions are presented for
the forces and stresses in individual structural members of the sandwich, which are then validated by ﬁnite element calcu-
lations. Optimization of the sandwich-walled hollow cylinder is achieved using a quadratic optimizer, subjected to the con-
straints that none of the following failure modes occurs: facesheet yielding; facesheet punch shearing (active only for truss-
cored sandwiches); core member buckling; core member yielding. In comparison with hollow cylinders having solid walls,
truss-core sandwich cylinders and single-layer corrugated core sandwich cylinders are found to have superior weight
advantages, especially for more heavily loaded cases. With the consideration of both weight eﬃciency and failure modes,
sandwich-walled hollow cylinders having Kagome´ truss core with pyramidal sub-geometry have the best overall perfor-
mance in comparison with other core topologies.
 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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A long pressurized hollow cylinder with either open or cap ends, usually referred to as a pressure chamber
or pressure vessel, is one of the classical problems in engineering mechanics. A thick-walled hollow cylinder,0020-7683/$ - see front matter  2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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comprehensively in purely elastic stress state by Timoshenko (1956) and Timoshenko and Goodier (1970),
in the fully plastic stress state by Boressi et al. (1993) and Mendelson (1968), and in the elasto-plastic stress
state by Parker (2001) and Perry and Aboudi (2003). For pressurized hollow cylinders with anisotropic solid
walls, Lekhnitskii (1981) and Luo and Li (1994) presented elastic solutions. Subsequent studies mainly focused
on improving the structural design of the cylinder by introducing high performance materials, e.g., pressurized
tubes made of functionally graded materials investigated by Horgan and Chan (1999) and Jabbari et al.
(2002).
Recently, ultralightweight sandwich panels with three-dimensional (3D) truss or two-dimensional (2D)
prismatic cores have been extensively examined for both structural behaviors and multifunctional perfor-
mances. Compared with traditional lightweight structures such as honeycomb-cored sandwich panels
(under combined loads of bending and transverse shear) or hat-stiﬀened plates (under axial compression),
as investigated by Wicks and Hutchinson (2001, 2003), Valdevit et al. (2004, 2006) and Liu et al. (2006),
both prismatic- and truss-cored sandwich panels oﬀer equal or greater weight savings and design advan-
tages. In addition, prismatic and truss cores have open, continuous channels for a ﬂuid to ﬂow through,
and hence are preferred when multifunctionality (as well as manufacturing cost) are addressed. Typical
multifunctional applications include simultaneous load bearing and active cooling (see Kim et al., 2004;
Tian et al., 2004; Lu et al., 2005); blast resistance (Hutchinson and Xue, 2005); noise reduction (Lu
et al., 1999; Ruzzene, 2004; Jeong and Ruzzene, 2004); structural actuation (Hutchinson et al., 2003;
Wicks and Hutchinson, 2004).
The aim of this article is to study the structural eﬃciencies of both prismatic and truss cores for internally
pressurized, sandwich-walled cylinders (Fig. 1). Five diﬀerent core topologies are considered: Kagome´ truss,
single-layered pyramidal truss, double-layered pyramidal truss, single-layered prismatic and double-layered
prismatic, as depicted schematically in Figs. 2 and 3. The primary goal is to ﬁnd designs that minimize the
cylinder weight needed to support the speciﬁed internal pressure without causing failure. The optimized hol-
low cylinders with sandwich walls will be compared with optimally designed hollow cylinders having solid
walls.
The structure of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, homogenization is performed on all the
core topologies concerned to ﬁnd the eﬀective constitutive relations, using a framework similar to that dem-
onstrated by Liu et al. (2006). In Section 3, based on classical solutions for both isotropic and anisotropic hol-
low cylinders, analytical solutions for the critical loads are derived for sandwich-walled cylinders with both
single-layered and double-layered cellular cores. Section 4 focuses on the minimum weight deign of the sand-
wich-walled hollow cylinders subjected to internal pressure. Various failure modes (facesheets yielding, face-
sheets punch shearing, core yielding and core buckling) are identiﬁed and used as the constraints for
optimization; a quadratic optimizer is utilized to ﬁnd the optimal cell topology for weight minimization. Final-
ly, numerical veriﬁcations, based on ﬁnite element (FE) analysis, are given in Section 5 to check the validity of
the theory used in structural analysis.
2. Homogenization of cellular materials
Consider a long, hollow, sandwich-walled cylinder subjected to a uniform internal pressure, Pi, as shown in
Fig. 1. The solid facesheets of the sandwich may have diﬀerent thicknesses, Ti and To (subscripts i and o
denote the inner facesheet and outer facesheet, respectively). If the sandwich has double-layered core (see Figs.
2(c) and 3(b)), then the thickness of the central facesheet separating the two layers is denoted by Tc. In cylin-
drical polar coordinates (R, h, Z) with the origin ﬁxed at the center O of the cross-section of the cylinder, the
radius of the centroidal surface of the inner facesheet, outer facesheet and core (or central facesheet for a dou-
ble-layered sandwich) is represented as Ri, Ro and Rc, respectively.
To optimally design the hollow cylinder of Fig. 1 for minimum weight, we adopt an approach that treats
the cellular core of the sandwich wall as a three-dimensional anisotropic elastic continuum (see the structural
analysis presented in Section 3). To this end, the eﬀective constitutive relations of the ﬁve core materials, as
shown in Figs. 2 and 3, must ﬁrstly be formulated. This is achieved via homogenization, as demonstrated
below.
Fig. 1. A long hollow sandwich cylinder subjected to uniform internal pressure.
Fig. 2. Unit cells of truss core sandwiches: (a) Kagome´ core with pyramidal or tetrahedral subgeometry; (b) pyramidal truss core; (c)
double-layered pyramidal truss core.
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Fig. 3. Unit cells of corrugated core sandwiches: (a) single-layered corrugated core; (b) double-layered corrugated core.
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A highly porous cellular material may be analyzed at two diﬀerent scales: at the macroscopic scale, it is
treated as a homogeneous solid, whilst at the microscopic scale, discrete structural elements are considered.
The derivation of the micro–macro relations for a heterogeneous medium relies on the analysis of its repre-
sentative volume element (RVE, or unit cell in this paper). For periodic media such as the Kagome´ truss struc-
tures or corrugated cores, the smallest periodic unit is commonly taken as the unit cell, as shown in Figs. 2
and 3.
Following the notations of continuum mechanics, at the microscale, let r and e denote the stress tensor and
strain tensor and, at the macroscale, let R and E denote the macroscopic stress tensor and macroscopic strain
tensor, respectively. Here and throughout the rest of this paper, tensorial variables are represented by bold
symbols. The homogenized micro–macro relationship can then be described asE ¼ heiX 
1
X
Z
X
edX ð1Þ
R ¼ hriX 
1
X
Z
X
rdX ð2Þwhere X represents the current volume of the unit cell and h Æ iX denotes volume averaging. For statically
admissible stress ﬁeld r and kinematically admissible strain ﬁeld e, the macrohomogeneity equality of Hill
(1963) dictates thatR  E ¼ hr  eiX ¼
1
X
Z
X
r  edX ð3Þwhere R Æ EX is the macroscopic strain energy and
R
X r  edX is the total strain energy of the admissible micro-
scopic ﬁelds. Hill’s relation implies that the volume averaged strain energy density of an inhomogeneous mate-
rial can be obtained by multiplying the separate volume averages of microscopic stresses and strains.
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In Liu et al. (2006), constitutive models of highly porous truss materials are developed using homogeniza-
tion techniques based on the assumption that there is no intersections among truss members within a unit cell.
Hence, these models should be generalized to the cases that intersections of truss members exist within a unit
cell, e.g., the 3D Kagome´ core of Fig. 2 as well as the periodic multiphase lattice blocks explored by Aboudi
and Gilat (2005). In this section, we go further to investigate the homogenization of 3D Kagome´ core.
The morphology of a 3D Kagome´ core studied in this paper can be described as
(1) The two sub-geometries rigidly jointed at the mid-intersection Q in a unit cell of the 3D Kagome´ core, as
shown in Fig. 2(a), cannot only be tetrahedral, but also can be pyramidal or hexahedral, and the like.
Here, for simplicity, a Kagome´ core with either tetrahedral or pyramidal subgeometry is considered.
(2) The mid-intersection Q is not necessarily located at the centroid of the truss core, that is to say, the two
subgeometries rigidly jointed in a unit cell are not necessarily equal, although they should be similar. Let
a and D refer to the height and width of the upper subgeometry, b and D1 for the bottom subgeometry;
let D2 denote the width of the unit cell, as shown in Fig. 2(a), and let the ratio of the two subgeometries
be denoted by a/b.
Furthermore, the following assumptions are made:
(1) The displacements of the truss members are small, i.e., small strains and small rotations are in place.
(2) The truss members are solid cylinders with circular cross-sections, and are made of the same base
material.
(3) The inﬂuence of edge eﬀects is negligible.
(4) The facesheets are rigid in comparison with the relatively compliant truss core.
(5) No truss core members are present in the facesheet planes.2.2.1. Small strain kinematics for Kagome´ cores
Taking a 3D Kagome´-like truss with tetrahedral subgeometry as an example, we show schematically in
Fig. 4(a) the possible deformation of a Kagome´ unit cell with its ends clamped on rigid facesheets. This is con-
sidered as the superposition of two sub-deformations: (i) non-rotational displacements of node Q (Fig. 4(b));
(ii) rotational deformations of node Q without nodal displacements (Fig. 4(c)). Hence, the kinematics of the
unit cell can be analyzed separately with respect to the two sub-deformations. Here, based on the periodicity ofFig. 4. Kinematics of the unit cell of a Kagome´-like truss structure with its ends clamped on rigid facesheets: (a) total deformation of node
Q; (b) non-rotational deformation of node Q; (c) rotational deformation of node Q.
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void volume, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
The homogenization of a Kagome´ truss core is based on the assumption that truss members in a unit cell
are embedded in an inﬁnitely soft matrix (Suquet, 1987). Consider the deformation from time 0 to T of a unit
cell comprising a 3D Kagome´-like truss with its ends clamped on rigid facesheets and rotational DOFs of node
Q constrained, as schematically shown in Fig. 5(b). The displacement of a material point initially located at
position X in the reference conﬁguration to position x in the current conﬁguration is formally described by the
point-to-point mapping x = /(X, t), where t 2 [0,T] represents time. The deformation gradient F = F(X) is
deﬁned by the gradient of this transformation asFig. 5
conﬁguF ¼ r/ ð4Þ
Therefore, the linear transformation can be formulated asdx ¼ FdX; detF > 0 ð5Þ
The displacement ﬁeld u can be deﬁned asuðX; tÞ ¼ /ðX; tÞ  X ð6Þ
It follows from (4) that the displacement gradient is given byru ¼ F I; ruij  0 ði; j ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ ð7Þ
where small displacements have been assumed and, in cylindrical polar coordinates (R, h, Z), the notation
1  R, 2  h and 3  Z has been used.. Kinematics of a Kagome´ unit cell: (a) reference conﬁguration; (b) current conﬁguration without nodal rotations; (c) current
ration with nodal rotations.
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cell. The macroscopic Green strain tensor E can be deﬁned with respect to the reference conﬁguration, as (Lai
et al., 1993)E ¼ 1
2
ðC IÞ ð8Þwhere C is the Cauchy–Green tensorC ¼ FTF ð9Þ
and the superscript T denotes transposition. Using Eq. (7), we haveE ¼ 1
2
½ðruþ IÞTðruþ IÞ  I  ru ¼ symru ¼ 1
2
ðruT þruÞ ð10ÞAs shown in Fig. 5(a) and (b), two truss members, initially aligned with the unit vector n and with member
length Lu and Lb, respectively, are rotated into the current direction n0. For small deformation without nodal
rotations, the distance Lb (b = u,b) between the ends of the rods is approximately equal to the length of the
rod after deformation, i.e.,Lbn0 ¼ Flbn ð11Þ
D ¼ Dn1 ¼ Lun0  lun ¼ ðF IÞlun ð12Þ
D ¼ Dn2 ¼ Lbn0  lbn ¼ ðF IÞlbn ð13Þwhere lb are the initial lengths of the rods; D and D* are the displacements of the end nodes of the rods (Fig. 5).
From (7), (10), (12) and (13), we haveD ¼ luEn; D ¼ lbEn ð14Þ
whereE ¼
E11 E12 E13
E22 E23
sym: E33
264
375 ð15Þ
n ¼ ðn1; n2; n3ÞT ð16Þ
Here, again the notation 1  R, 2  h and 3  Z has been used. Let r, h, k denote separately the unit vectors
aligned with the axes of cylindrical polar coordinates (R, h, Z) in the reference conﬁguration (Figs. 1–3), with
the origin based at Q. With D1, D2, D2 and D

1, D

2, D

3 denoting the projections of D and D
*, respectively, we
haveD ¼ Dn1 ¼ ðD1r;D2h;D3kÞT ð17Þ
D ¼ Dn2 ¼ ðD1r;D2h;D3kÞT ð18ÞThe rotational deformations of node Q, represented by the rotation angles x = (x1,x2,x3)
T as indicated in
Fig. 5(c), may be invoked by the unbalanced momentsM = (Mr,Mh,Mk)
T (see Fig. 5(c)) due to displacements
D and D*. However, if each subgeometry of a Kagome´-like truss contains equal truss members, using the
Euler–Bernoulli beam model as mentioned in Section 2.2.2, we found that Mc =Mh =Mj = 0. This suggests
that there are no rotational deformations at node Q, and all truss members respond predominantly by direct
axial deformations. This phenomenon can be found in any kind of subgeometry of the Kagome´-like truss and
has been further veriﬁed by numerical examples presented in Section 5.
Since the presence of bending mechanism in truss members renders the truss system structurally less eﬃ-
cient than that having only direct axial tension/compression mechanism (Christensen, 2004), a subgeometry
comprised of equal truss members is preferred for optimal Kagome´ core designs. Therefore, in subsequent
analysis, the rotational deformation of Q is ignored.
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If the unit cell of a 3D Kagome´ truss is composed of N Euler–Bernoulli beam members, its strain energy
density may be deﬁned asU  ¼ 1
X
XN
i¼1
1
2
~uðiÞT eKðiÞ~uðiÞ ð19Þwhere ~uðiÞ is the nodal displacement vector for the ith beam characterized by end nodes f and s, as shown Fig. 6~uðiÞ ¼ ½wf; vf;wf;xfx;xfy ;xfz;ws; vs;ws;xsx;xsy ;xszðiÞT ð20Þand X is the volume of the unit cell. For the curved cubic unit cell of Fig. 5X ¼ D
2
2
2Ri
ðR2o  R2i Þ ð21ÞFrom Fig. 5 as well as Eqs. (17) and (18), one can write~uðiÞ ¼ ½D1;D2;D3;x1;x2;x3; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0ðiÞT; ½x1;x2;x3T ¼ 0 ð22aÞor~uðiÞ ¼ ½D1;D2;D3;x1;x2;x3; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0ðiÞT; ½x1;x2;x3T ¼ 0 ð22bÞIn Eq. (19), eKðiÞ is the global stiﬀness matrix that satisﬁes the transformation between local and global coor-
dinates (Fig. 6), aseKðiÞ ¼ TT eKeðiÞT ð23ÞFig. 6. Nodal forces and moments of a truss core member, in both local and global coordinates.
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k11 k12 k13 k14 k15 k16 . . .
k22 k23 k24 k25 k26 . . .
k33 k34 k35 k36 . . .
k44 k45 k46 . . .
sym k55 k56 . . .
k66 . . .
. . .
2666666666664
3777777777775
ðiÞ
ð24Þwhere T is the transformation matrix and eKeðiÞ is the elementary stiﬀness matrix of the ith beam. For Euler–
Bernoulli beamseKeðiÞ ¼ eK1 fK2
sym: eK3
" #eðiÞ
ð25Þ
eK1 ¼
EA
l 0 0 0 0 0
0 12EIz
l3
0 0 0 6EIz
l2
0 0
12EIy
l3
0
6EIy
l2
0
0 0 0 GIxl 0 0
0 0
6EIy
l2
0
4EIy
l 0
0 6EIz
l2
0 0 0 4EIzl
266666666664
377777777775
ð26Þ
eK2 ¼
 EAl 0 0 0 0 0
0  12EIz
l3
0 0 0 6EIz
l2
0 0  12EIy
l3
0
6EIy
l2
0
0 0 0  GIxl 0 0
0 0
6EIy
l2
0
2EIy
l 0
0  6EIz
l2
0 0 0 2EIzl
266666666664
377777777775
ð27Þ
eK3 ¼
EA
l 0 0 0 0 0
0 12EIz
l3
0 0 0  6EIz
l2
0 0
12EIy
l3
0
6EIy
l2
0
0 0 0 GIxl 0 0
0 0 6EIy
l2
0 4EIyl 0
0  6EIz
l2
0 0 0 4EIzl
266666666664
377777777775
ð28Þwhere E and G are the Young’s and shear moduli of the isotropic base material, l is the length of the ith beam
member having cross-sectional area A, and Ix, Iy, Iz are the moments of inertia of the ith beam.
Let the macroscopic strain vector acting on the unit cell be deﬁned asec ¼ ecRR echh ecZZ cchZ ccRZ ccRh½ T ¼ ½E11;E22;E33; 2E23; 2E13; 2E12T ð29ÞThe eﬀective stiﬀness of the unit cell can then be calculated asCHijkl ¼
o2U 
oecij oeckl
ð30Þ
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gome´ unit cells of Fig. 2, following Liu et al. (2006), we can approximately write the eﬀective stiﬀness tensor
of a Kagome´ core having tetrahedral subgeometry asCH ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
pEr2ðaDþ aD1  RoDÞ
½ðD2 þ 3a2Þ3=2ðaD1  2RoDþ aDÞD22
	
18a3 3aD2 2aD2 0 0:00031Da
2ð3a2D2Þ
ð3a2þD2Þ 0
0:75D4=a 0:26D4=a 0 0:866D3 0
0:75D4=a 0 0:866D3 0
sym 0:25D4=a 0 0:866D3
3aD2 0
3aD2
26666666664
37777777775
ð31Þwhere it has been assumed that the truss members are uniform circular cylinders with radius r. Similarly, for a
Kagome´ core with pyramidal subgeometry, we approximately haveCH ¼ pEr
2ðaDþ aD1  RoDÞ
½ðD2 þ 2a2Þ3=2ðaD1  2RoDþ aDÞD22
	
22:63a3 5:657aD2 5:657aD2 0 0 0
1:414D4=a 1:414D4=a 0 0 0
1:414D4=a 0 0 0
sym 1:414D4=a 0 0
5:657a2D 0
5:657a2D
2666666664
3777777775
ð32Þand, for a single-layered pyramidal truss core, we approximately obtainCH ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
pEr2ðRo  b1Þ
½ðD23 þ 2b21Þ3=2ð2Ro  b2ÞD23
16b31 4b1D
2
3 4b1D
2
3 0 0 0
D43=b1 D
4
3=b1 0 0 0
D43=b1 0 0 0
sym D43=b1 0 0
4b1D23 0
4b1D23
2666666664
3777777775
ð33Þwhere b1 and D3 are the thickness and width of the unit cell for single-layered pyramidal truss core, see
Fig. 2(b).
The homogenized eﬀective stiﬀness of a truss core material comprised of Timoshenko beam members can
be obtained by replacing the elementary stiﬀness matrix formulation of Euler–Bernoulli beam in Eqs. (26)–(28)
with Timoshenko beam formulation. For simplicity, only the results for Euler–Bernoulli beams are presented.
As shown in Eqs. (31)–(33), a Kagome´ truss core with tetrahedral subgeometry is monoclinic, symmetric with
respect to the h-plane, whereas a Kagome´ truss core with pyramidal subgeometry and the pyramidal truss core
are both orthotropic.2.3. Homogenization for single-layered corrugated core
The eﬀective constitutive relations of corrugated core sandwich panels/cardboards, as reviewed by Hohe
and Becker (2002), have long been a challenging problem (Libove and Hubka, 1951; Nordstrand et al.,
1994; Nordstrand and Carlsson, 1997; Lu and Zhu, 2001). Since a sandwich panel with corrugated core derives
much of its stiﬀness from the interaction of core and facesheets, this type of sandwich core is usually analyzed
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and facesheets are welded together during fabrication and no slip occurs when subjected to loading, so that the
homogenization framework similar to that used in previous sections for truss core sandwiches can be followed.
The homogenization process of a unit cell in a single-layered corrugated core sandwich is illustrated in
Fig. 7(a), in which the core members are treated separately: (i) parallel core members are combined with
the facesheets to forge equivalent facesheets (Fig. 7(b)); (ii) inclined core members are homogenized to formu-
late the eﬀective constitutive relations for the core (Fig. 7(c)).
As schematically shown in Fig. 7(c) for the deformation of inclined core members in a unit cell subjected to
plane macroscopic strain bE, the behavior of the inclined core member may be modeled as that corresponding
to a plate with two ends clamped in the transverse direction and the other two ends free in the longitudinal
direction. For plane strain/plane stress problems considered in this paper (see Section 3), this model can be
further simpliﬁed as a beam of unit width, clamped at both ends.
By using the same method described in Section 2.2.1 for Kagome´ cores, the displacements D1 and D2 of the
end nodes of the inclined core member (beam member, Fig. 7(c)) can be written asFig. 7.
averag
incline
(e) maD1 ¼ hc
sin a
bEN1; D2 ¼ hc
sin a
bEN2 ð34Þ
whereN1 ¼ ðsin a; cos aÞT; N2 ¼ ðsin a; cos aÞT; bE ¼ E11 E12
sym E22
 
D1 ¼ ðD11r;D21hÞT; D2 ¼ ðD12r;D22hÞTHomogenization of corrugated core: (a) homogenization process for a unit cell in single-layered corrugated core; (b) volume
ing for the construction of equivalent facesheet; (c) kinematics of inclined core members; (d) membrane forces and moments of
d core member in both local and global coordinates. Shear ﬂow in a typical cell and its representative volume element (RVE) when:
croscopic shear strain ccZR and (f) macroscopic shear strain c
c
Zh is imposed.
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two beam members are initially aligned; hc is the distance between the two centroidal surfaces of the face-
sheets, which is approximately equal to the core height in the case of thin facesheets (Fig. 3(a)); and D11, D
2
1
and D12, D
2
2 denote separately the projections of D1 and D2. With the Euler–Bernoulli beam model by consid-
ering the eﬀect of Poisson ratio v, i.e., E/(1  v2) in lieu of E, the strain energy density of a unit cell having unit
length (Fig. 3) is deﬁned by Eq. (19), in whichX ¼ p
Ri
ðR2o  R2i Þ ð35Þ
~uð1Þ ¼ ½D11;D21; 0; 0; 0; 0ð2ÞT; ~uð2Þ ¼ ½D12;D22; 0; 0; 0; 0ð2ÞT ð36Þwhere p is the half width of the unit cell (Fig. 3(a)). By Eqs. (29) and (30), the in-plane macroscopic eﬀective
stiﬀnesses of the corrugated core can be written asCH11 ¼
2ET cRi sin
3 aðR2o  2RoRi þ R2i þ T 2c cos2 aÞ
ðRo  RiÞ2ðRo þ RiÞð1 v2Þp
ð37aÞ
CH12 ¼
2ET cRi sin a cos2 aðR2o  2RoRi þ R2i  T 2c sin2 aÞ
ðRo þ RiÞpðRo  RiÞ2ð1 v2Þ
ð37bÞ
CH22 ¼
2ET cRi cos2 a½cos2 aðRo  RiÞ2 þ T c sin4 a
ðRo þ RiÞp sin aðRo  RiÞ2ð1 v2Þ
ð37cÞ
CH66 ¼
ET cRi sin a½4 cos2 aðRo  RiÞ2 þ 4 cos4 aT 2c  4 cos2 aT 2c þ T 2c 
2ðRo þ RiÞpðRo  RiÞ2ð1 v2Þ
CH16 ¼ 0; CH26 ¼ 0 ð37dÞwhere Tc is the thickness of the core member (Fig. 3(a)).
If a macroscopic out-of-plane strain ecZ is imposed on the core, the local normal stress rz of a core member
in the z*-direction (see Fig. 7(d) for the relationship between global coordinates and local coordinates) is given
byrz ¼ Eð1 v2Þ e
c
Z ð38ÞUsing Eq. (2), we haveCH33 ¼
2hcT c
X sin a
E
ð1 v2Þ ð39ÞIf E11 or E22 is solely imposed on the unit cell, rz can be solved using nodal displacements of Eq. (34) and
the corresponding equilibrium equations. Consequently, CH13 and C
H
23 can be obtained asCH13 ¼
2 sin aET cvRi
ðRo þ RiÞpð1 v2Þ ; C
H
23 ¼
2ET cvRi cos2 a
ðRo þ RiÞp sin að1 v2Þ ð40ÞWhen subjected to a macroscopic shear strain ccZR or c
c
Zh, the resulting distributed shear ﬂow in a typical
Kagome´ cell is shown in Fig. 7(e) and (f), respectively. The corresponding equilibrium equations can be writ-
ten asR31X ¼ 2r31T chc; R32X ¼ 2r32T chc ð41Þ
In both cases, due to the symmetric layout of the unit cell, all inclined core members have the same local out-
of-plane shear stresses, r31 and r32. The local shear strains can be written accordingly, ase31 ¼ r31
2G
; e32 ¼ r32
2G
ð42Þ
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have1
2
CH55ðccZRÞ2X ¼
1
2
r31
G
 2
GT c
2hc
sin a
ð43Þ
1
2
CH44ðccZhÞ2X ¼
1
2
r32
G
 2
GT c
2hc
sin a
ð44Þfrom whichCH55 ¼
2T chcG sin a
X
; CH44 ¼
2T chcG sin a
X
ð45ÞSince a corrugated core is orthotropic, the remaining components of the macroscopic stiﬀness matrix are all
zeros.
The thicknesses of the equivalent facesheets, T Eo and T
E
i , are deﬁned as the volume averages of both the face-
sheets and those parts of the core members that are parallel and attached to the facesheets. Using the geomet-
rical notations in Fig. 3(a), we haveTHo ¼
ð2pRoT o þ RifT cÞ
2pRo
; THi ¼
ð2pT i þ fT cÞ
2p
ð46ÞSimilar to a sandwich-walled hollow cylinder having truss core, the inclined members of the corrugated core
are also predominantly deformed under direct axial tension/compression mechanism when the cylinder is sub-
jected to internal pressure; this has been conﬁrmed by numerical examples presented in Section 5. Here, the so-
called direct axial tension/compression mechanism refers to the state that the membrane deformations in the
inclined core members overwhelm bending deformations.3. Structural analysis
The deformation characteristics of both 2D corrugated cores and 3D truss cores, as discussed in Section
2 and Liu et al. (2006) and demonstrated by numerical veriﬁcations in Section 5, are governed by axial
tension/compression mechanisms. Hence, due to the small span of unit cells with respect to Rc (Fig. 2),
the kinematics of the facesheets and core abide by the small deformation assumption, namely, the allowable
deformations of the facesheets and core are small. In Section 5, the validity of this assumption is checked
against numerical examples. Compared with soft core materials such as a polymeric foam or nomex
honeycomb whose compressibility must be included in proper computational models (Frostig, 2003), an
incompressible computational model may be used to predict the behavior of metallic structures, as done
in this paper.
Even though various sandwich shell theories, as reviewed by Hohe and Librescu (2004), have been devel-
oped for structural analyses, the applicability of these theories to corrugated core sandwiches and truss core
sandwiches is dubious and needs to be veriﬁed in speciﬁc works. In this paper, built upon the works of Tim-
oshenko (1956), Luo and Li (1994) and Lekhnitskii (1981), closed form elastic solutions are employed to pre-
dict the behaviors of sandwich-walled hollow cylinders under internal pressure. As mentioned in Kardomateas
(2001), the elastic solutions could be used as benchmarks for assessing the applicability and performances of
various sandwich shell theories.3.1. Closed form solutions for internally pressurized sandwich cylinders
The core material, fully bonded with the facesheets, can be considered as a three-dimensional anisotropic
elastic continuum (see Section 2 and Liu et al., 2006), with the constitutive relations given byec ¼ Scrc ð47Þ
3244 T. Liu et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 3231–3266whererc ¼ rcRR rchh rcZZ schZ scRZ scRh½ T ¼ ½R11;R22;R33;R23;R13;R12T
Sc ¼
s11 s12 s13 s14 s14 s15
s22 s23 s24 s25 s26
s33 s34 s35 s36
sym s44 s45 s46
s55 s56
s66
2666666664
3777777775
¼
CH11 C
H
12 C
H
13 C
H
14 C
H
15 C
H
16
CH22 C
H
23 C
H
24 C
H
25 C
H
26
CH33 C
H
34 C
H
35 C
H
36
sym CH44 C
H
45 C
H
46
CH55 C
H
56
CH66
2666666664
3777777775
1Here, again we have taken the notations of 1  R, 2  h and 3  Z; Sc and CH are the homogenized eﬀective
compliance tensor and stiﬀness tensor (in compact notations) of the core; ec and rc are the macroscopic strain
and stress tensors of the core. As mentioned in Liu et al. (2006), the diﬀerent core materials shown in Figs. 2
and 3 can be homogenized into a general anisotropic material, a monoclinic material and an orthotropic mate-
rial according to the layout of the unit cells. To avoid the in-plane torsional deformations in the facesheets
induced by anisotropy of the core material when the sandwich cylinder is internally pressurized, only the core
morphologies of Figs. 2 and 3 are considered in this paper.
Consider a single-layered sandwich cylinder, and refer to Fig. 8(a) for the adopted sign convention and the
internal stresses/resultants acting transversely in the facesheets and the core. Here, Nj, Qj and Mj (j = o, i)
denote the in-plane circumferential resultants, shear resultants and moments, with subscripts o and i represent-
ing the outer and inner facesheet, respectively. Since the facesheets (as well as the individual core members) are
made of the same isotropic material, with circumferentially axisymmetric boundary conditions, we have
Qj = 0 (j = o, i). Therefore, in radial and circumferential directions, the equilibrium equations of both the
inner and outer facesheets (per unit length of cylinder) can be written asscRhðRo  T o=2Þ ¼ 0; scRhðRi þ T i=2Þ ¼ 0 ð48Þ
rcRRðRo  T o=2Þ þ No=Ro ¼ 0; rcRRðRi þ T i=2Þ  P i þ N i=Ri ¼ 0 ð49ÞThe circumferential in-plane resultants and moments of the facesheets areN j ¼
Z T j=2
T j=2
rjhh dT ; M j ¼
Z T j=2
T j=2
rjhhT dT ; j ¼ o; i; T 2 ðT j=2; T j=2Þ ð50ÞUsing the elastic solutions for a general anisotropic hollow cylinder subjected to both inner and outer pres-
sures (Luo and Li, 1994; Lekhnitskii, 1981), we can write the stresses and normal strain in the Z (longitudinal)
direction in an anisotropic core asrcRR ¼
Packþ1  Pb
1 c2k d
k1 þ Pbc
k1  Pa
1 c2k c
kþ1dk1 þ B3g1 1
1 ckþ1
1 c2k d
k1  1 c
k1
1 c2k c
kþ1dk1
 
þ #l1Ro d
1 ckþ2
1 c2k d
k1  1 c
k2
1 c2k c
kþ2dk1
 
ð51aÞ
rchh ¼
Packþ1  Pb
1 c2k kd
k1  Pbc
k1  Pa
1 c2k kc
kþ1dk1 þ B3g1 1þ
1 ckþ1
1 c2k kd
k1 þ 1 c
k1
1 c2k kc
kþ1dk1
 
þ #l1Ro 2d
1 ckþ2
1 c2k kd
k1 þ 1 c
k2
1 c2k kc
kþ2dk1
 
ð51bÞ
schZ ¼ 
Packþ1  Pb
1 c2k gk1d
k1  Pbc
k1  Pa
1 c2k gk2c
kþ1dk1
þ B3 g2 þ g1
1 ckþ1
1 c2k gk1d
k1 þ 1 c
k1
1 c2k gk2c
kþ1dk1
  
ð51cÞ
þ #Ro l2dþ l1
1 ckþ2
1 c2k gk1d
k1 þ 1 c
k2
1 c2k gk2c
kþ2dk1
  
Fig. 8. (a) Internal forces/stresses of facesheets and core in single-layered sandwich cylinder; (b) mutual stresses between facesheets and
cores in double-layered sandwich cylinder.
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1
s33
ðs13rcRR þ s23rchh þ s34schZÞ; ecZZ ¼ B3s33 ð51dÞwherel1 ¼
b14  4b24
4ðb22b44  b224Þ  ðb11b44  b214Þ
; l2 ¼
b11  4b22
4ðb22b44  b224Þ  ðb11b44  b214Þ
g1 ¼
ðs13  s23Þb44  s34ðb14  b24Þ
b22b44  b224  ðb11b44  b214Þ
; g2 ¼
ðs13  s23Þðb14 þ b24Þ  s34ðb11  b22Þ
b22b44  b224  ðb11b44  b214Þ
3246 T. Liu et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 3231–3266k ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b44b11  b214
b22b44  b224
s
; gk1 ¼
b14 þ kb24
b44
; gk2 ¼
b14  kb24
b44
; c ¼ Ri þ T i=2
Ro  T o=2
bij ¼ sij 
si3sj3
s33
ði; j ¼ 1; . . . ; 6Þ; d ¼ R
Ro  T o=2
R 2 ðRi þ T i=2;Ro  T o=2Þ; c < 1; c 6 d 6 1
Here, the constants B3 and # are found from the conditions on the lateral surface and the conditions at the
ends of the cylinder; Pa and Pb are the uniform inner and outer pressures imposed on the core via the face-
sheets (Fig. 8(a))Pa ¼ rcRRðRi þ T i=2Þ; Pb ¼ rcRRðRo  T o=2Þ ð52Þ
Note that all the stresses in Eqs. (51) are functions of R and, since scRh ¼ 0, no in-plane torsional deformations
are induced in the facesheets and core. In general, for orthotropic materials mentioned in Sections 1 and 2,
schZ ¼ 0.
The strain–displacement relations of the ﬁve diﬀerent core materials of Figs. 2 and 3 can be written asecRR ¼ oucR=oR ¼ b11rcRR þ b12rchh þ
s13
s33
ecZZ ð53aÞ
echh ¼
1
R
ouch
oh
þ u
c
R
R
¼ b12rcRR þ b22rchh þ
s23
s33
ecZZ ð53bÞ
ecZZ ¼ owcZ=oz ¼ B3s33 ð53cÞ
cchZ ¼ ouch=ozþ
1
R
owcZ=oh ¼ b44schZ ð53dÞ
ccRZ ¼ oucR=ozþ owc=oR ¼ b15rcRR þ b25rchh þ
s35
s33
ecZZ ð53eÞ
ccRh ¼
1
R
oucR=ohþ ouch=oR uch=R ¼ b46schZ ð53fÞ
R 2 ðRi þ T i=2;Ro  T o=2Þ
where ucR, u
c
h and w
c
Z are the radial, circumferential and longitudinal displacements of the core, respectively.
For an inﬁnitely long sandwich hollow cylinder without end caps, the generalized plane deformation
assumption is adopted. Hence, not only the stresses, but also the displacements, do not depend on Z. Alter-
natively, this is the assumption one would make if the cylinder was securely ﬁxed at the ends (Kardomateas,
2001). Consequently, we haveB3 ¼ # ¼ 0 ð54Þ
As shown in Fig. 8, the outer facesheet is subjected to an internal pressure whilst the inner facesheet is sub-
jected to both internal and external pressures. With the Lame´ equations (Timoshenko, 1956), the planar elastic
stresses of the inner facesheet areriRR ¼ 
ðRiþT i=2Þ2
R2
 1
ðRiþT i=2Þ2
ðRiT i=2Þ2
 1
P i 
1 ðRiT i=2Þ2
R2
1 ðRiT i=2Þ2ðRiþT i=2Þ2
ðPaÞ ð55aÞ
rihh ¼
ðRiþT i=2Þ2
R2
þ 1
ðRiþT i=2Þ2
ðRiT i=2Þ2
 1
P i 
1þ ðRiT i=2Þ2
R2
1 ðRiT i=2Þ2ðRiþT i=2Þ2
ðPaÞ R 2 ½Ri  T i=2;Ri þ T i=2 ð55bÞand, for the outer facesheet, areroRR ¼ 
ðRoþT o=2Þ2
R2
 1
ðRoþT o=2Þ2
ðRoT o=2Þ2  1
ðPbÞ; rohh ¼
ðRoþT o=2Þ2
R2
þ 1
ðRoþT o=2Þ2
ðRoT o=2Þ2  1
ðPbÞ; R 2 ½Ro  T o=2;Ro þ T o=2 ð56Þ
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j
hh (j = o, i) are the radial and circumferential normal stresses of the facesheets. With circum-
ferentially axisymmetric boundary conditions, the strain–displacement relations of the isotropic facesheets
read asejRR ¼
dujRðRÞ
dR
; ejhh ¼
ujRðRÞ
R
; cjRh ¼ 0; R 2 Rj  T j=2;Rj þ T j=2; j ¼ o; i; ð57Þwhere ujR are the radial displacements of the facesheets. As the core and facesheets are fully bonded along their
mutual interfaces, the following compatibility conditions exist at the facesheet–core interfacesuiR Ri þ
T i
2
 
¼ ucR Ri þ
T i
2
 
; uoR Ro 
T o
2
 
¼ ucR Ro 
T o
2
 
ð58ÞFrom Eqs. (47), (53b) and the constitutive equations of isotropic facesheets, we haveucRðRÞ ¼ ðb12rcRR þ b22rchhÞR; R 2 ½Ri þ T i=2;Ro  T o=2 ð59Þ
uiRðRÞ ¼
1
E
½rihh  vðriZZ þ riRRÞR; R 2 ½Ri  T i=2;Ri þ T i=2 ð60Þ
uoRðRÞ ¼
1
E
½rohh  vðroZZ þ roRRÞR; R 2 ½Ro  T o=2;Ro þ T o=2 ð61Þwhere E and v are the Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio of the base material for the facesheets. With Eqs.
(58)–(61), Pa, Pb can be readily solved.
If a sandwich cylinder is end-caped, with Sant–Vanent’s principle, the traction boundary condition in the
Z-direction is given bypR2i P i  2pðRiT iriz þ RoT oroz Þ 
Z Z
Score
rcZZRdRdh ¼ 0 ð62Þwhere Score denotes the cross-sectional area of the core. For an inﬁnitely long sandwich cylinder, the facesheets
and core have the same axial strain (i.e., strain in the Z-direction). Consequently, we haveB3 ¼ ejZZ=s33; # ¼ 0; ðj ¼ o; iÞ ð63Þ
Hence, for orthotropic cores, ucRðRÞ can be rewritten by integrating Eq. (53a), asucRðRÞ ¼ ½s12rcRR þ s22rchh þ s23rcZZ þ ðs13  s23ÞB3R ð64Þ
From Eqs. (58), (60), (61), (63) and (65), both Pa and Pb can be solved.
3.2. Maximum stresses in facesheets and core members
With the above solutions for interfacial stresses, the maximum stresses in facesheets can be obtained from
Eqs. (55) and (56). Using the eﬀective constitutive relations of the core, one can then obtain the maximum
axial compression stresses in truss core members as:
(1) Kagome´ core with tetrahedral subgeometryrc ¼ D1
D a2 þ 1
3
D2
	 
 a2ðs12rchh þ s11rcRR þ s13rcZZÞ þ 0:083D2ðs13rchh þ s23rcRR þ s33rcZZÞ
þ 0:25D2ðs12rchh þ s22rcRR þ s23rcZZÞ
 ð65aÞ
(2) Kagome´ core with pyramidal subgeometryrc ¼ 0:08aðaD 2Dþ aD1ÞD
2
2ðrchh þ rcRR þ rcZZÞ
ðaD1 þ aD DÞð2D2 þ 4a2Þ1=2r2
ð65bÞ
3248 T. Liu et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 3231–3266(3) Single-layered pyramidal corerc ¼ 0:056b1ð2 b1ÞD
2
3ðrcRR þ rchh þ rcZZÞ
ð1 b1ÞðD21 þ 2b2Þ1=2r2
ð65cÞ
where the notations of Figs. 2 and 3 are followed. For thin-walled cylinders, the core thickness can be
approximately accounted for by including the thicknesses of the facesheets. Consequently, the maximum
core stresses rchh, r
c
RR, r
c
ZZ of Eqs. (65) can be obtained from Eqs. (51) by letting d equal to c.
For sandwiches having corrugated cores, the relationship between local coordinates and global coor-
dinates is described in Fig. 7(d). Since the behavior of the inclined core members is governed by direct
axial deformation mechanism, the maximum membrane stresses in the inclined core members can be
written as:(4) Single-layered corrugated corery ¼ rcRRðs11 sin2 aþ s12 cos2 aÞ þ rchhðs12 sin2 aþ s22 cos2 aÞ þ rcZZðs13 sin2 aþ s23 cos2 aÞ ð66aÞ
rx ¼ r
c
ZZ sin apðR2o  ðRo  hcÞ2Þ
2hcT cðRo  hcÞ ð66bÞ
Solutions for double-layered sandwich cylinders, as shown in Figs. 2(c) and 3(b), can be found in a way
similar to that presented above for single-layered sandwich cylinders. The stresses along the face–core
interfaces, as shown in Fig. 8(b), can be solved according to the displacement compatibility conditions
at the interfaces. Hence, the maximum stresses in the core members can be written as:(5) Double-layered pyramidal core:
inner core membersrc ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
8p
b1ðb1 þ 2a1  2ÞD24ðrcRRi þ rchhi þ rcZZiÞ
ðb1 þ a1  1ÞðD24 þ 2b21Þ1=2r2i
ð67aÞouter core membersrc ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
8p
a1ða1  2ÞD24ðrcRRo þ rchho  rcZZoÞ
ða1  1Þðb1 þ a1  1Þ½2a21ðb21 þ 1Þ þ 4a31ðb1  1Þ  4a21b1 þ 2a21 þ D211=2r2o
ð67bÞ
where rcRRi, r
c
hhi, r
c
ZZi and r
c
RRo, r
c
hho, r
c
ZZo are the macroscopic stresses of the inner core and outer core,
respectively; D4 is the width of the unit cell (Fig. 2(c)); a1 and b1 are separately the thickness of the outer
and inner cores; ri and ro are the radius of struts in the inner and outer cores, respectively.
For a double-layered sandwich cylinder with corrugated core, as demonstrated by numerical examples
in Section 5, the deformation of the inclined core members are dominated by membrane stresses. The
corresponding maximum membrane stresses can be written as:(6) Double-layered corrugated core:
inner core membersriy ¼ rcRRiðsi11 sin2 aþ si12 cos2 aÞ þ rchhiðsi12 sin2 aþ si22 cos2 aÞ þ rcZZiðsi13 sin2 aþ si23 cos2 aÞ ð68aÞ
rix ¼
rcZZipð2Ro  3hcÞ sin a
2ðRo  2hcÞT c ð68bÞouter core membersroy ¼ rcRRoðso11 sin2 aþ so12 cos2 aÞ þ rchhoðso12 sin2 aþ so22 cos2 aÞ þ rcZZoðso13 sin2 aþ so23 cos2 aÞ ð68cÞ
rox ¼
rcZZopð2Ro  hcÞ sin a
2ðRo  2hcÞT c ð68dÞ
where sikl and s
o
kl stand for the eﬀective compliance for inner and outer cores, respectively. For simplicity,
it has been assumed that the inner and outer cores have the same topological conﬁguration, as shown in
Fig. 3(b). A double-layered sandwich cylinder with diﬀerent inner and out cores can be treated in a sim-
ilar fashion.
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idate the above computational model.4. Optimization of hollow sandwich cylinders
In this section, internally pressurized sandwich cylinders with both 3D truss cores and 2D corrugated cores
are optimized for minimum weight design. To judge the structural eﬃciency of each core topology, isotropic
solid-walled cylinders are also optimized for comparison.
The dimensionless design variables are selected asX ¼ ½x1; x2; x3; x4; x5; x6; x7; x8; x9; x10; x11; x12; x13; x14; x15; x16; x17T
¼ a
Ro
;
D2
Ro
;
D
Ro
;
D1
Ro
;
r
Ro
;
T i
Ro
;
T o
Ro
;
D3
Ro
;
a1
Ro
;
b1
Ro
;
T c
Ro
;
hc
Ro
;
p
Ro
;
f
Ro
;
D4
Ro
;
ri
Ro
;
ro
Ro
 T
ð69Þwhere r, Ti, To, ri, ro and Tc are variables determining the sizing of structural elements; a, D2, D, D1, D3, a1, b1,
f, hc, f, p, D4 and D5 are variables determining the shaping of the unit cell. For Kagome´ core sandwiches, as
mentioned in Section 2, the two sub-geometries may have diﬀerent shapes, but they should be similar. For
double-layered pyramidal sandwiches, the inner and outer cores may have diﬀerent sizing, whilst for dou-
ble-layered corrugated core sandwiches, the inner and outer cores have identical sizing.
4.1. Truss core sandwich cylinders
Assuming the core and facesheets are made of the same base material, one can write the dimensionless
weight per unit length of a truss core sandwich cylinder as:
(1) Kagome´ coreW =ðqR2oÞ ¼ p~c 1 1 x1 
x1x4
x3
 2" #
þ 2px7 þ 2p 1 x1  x1x4x3
 
x6 ð70Þ
where W is the cylinder weight per unit length, q is the density of the base material, ~c is the relative den-
sity of the core material. For Kagome´ core with tetrahedral subgeometry
~c ¼ 2
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
pðx23 þ 3x21Þ1=2x25ðx3 þ x1x3 þ x1x4Þ
x1x22ðx1x3  2x3 þ x1x4Þ
ð71Þ
and for Kagome´ core with pyramidal subgeometry
~c ¼ 4p ð2x
2
3 þ x21Þ1=2x25ðx3 þ x1x3 þ x1x4Þ
x1x22ðx1x3  2x3 þ x1x4Þ
ð72Þ(2) Single-layered pyramidal coreW =ðqR2oÞ ¼ p~c½1 ð1 x10Þ2 þ 2px7 þ 2pð1 x10Þx6 ð73Þ
~c ¼ 0:57pðx
2
8 þ 3x210Þ1=2x25ðx10  1Þ
x24x10ðx10  2Þ
ð74Þ(3) Double-layered pyramidal coreW =ðqR2oÞ ¼ p~ci½2x10  x210  2x9 þ p~co½2x9  x29 þ 2px7 þ 2pð1 x10  x9Þx6 þ 2px11ð1 x9Þ ð75Þ
~ci ¼ 8px
2
16½0:5x215 þ x29ð1 x10  x9Þ21=2
x215ð2x10  x210  2x10x9Þ
ð76Þ
~co ¼ 4px
2
17ð1 x10  x9Þ½2x215 þ x2101=2
x215x9ðx9  2Þ
ð77Þ
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Four failure modes are taken as constraints for the minimum weight design: facesheet yielding, facesheet
punch shearing, core member yielding and core member buckling. The von Mises criterion for facesheets yield-
ing is ðrjR  rjhÞ2 þ ðrjh  rjzÞ2 þ ðrjz  rjhÞ2 ¼ 2r2Y, (j = i, c,o). Facesheet punch shearing is only active for the
outer facesheet, since it is usually thinner than either the inner facesheet or the central facesheet; this will
become clearer later with numerical examples.
In non-dimensional forms, the constraints associated with the above failure modes areﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
2
rjhh
E
 r
j
RR
E
 !2
þ r
j
ZZ
E
 r
j
RR
E
 !2
þ r
j
ZZ
E
 r
j
hh
E
 !28<:
9=;
1=2
6 rY=E
ðj ¼ i;m;oÞ ðFacesheets yieldingÞ ð78Þ
rcx5
2x7E
6 sY
E
ðFacesheet punch shearingÞ ð79Þ
rc
E
6 rY=E ðTruss core member yieldingÞ ð80Þ
rc
E
6 k1p
2x25
4lc
ðTruss core member bucklingÞ ð81Þwhere rjRR, r
j
hh and r
j
ZZ (j = i,m,o) are stresses in the facesheets (superscripts i, m, o stand for the inner, mid
and outer facesheets, respectively); rY and sY are the tensile and shear yield strengths of the base material; and
lc is the dimensionless length of core members:Kagome´ core with tetrahedral subgeometry
lc ¼ max½ðx23=3þ x21Þ1=2; ðx24=3þ x21x24=x23Þ1=2
Kagome´ core with pyramidal subgeometry
lc ¼ max½ðx23=2þ x21Þ1=2; ðx24=2þ x21x24=x23Þ1=2
Single-layered pyramidal core
lc ¼ ðx28=2þ x210Þ1=2
Double-layered pyramidal core
lc ¼ ðx215=2þ x210Þ1=2 ðInner coreÞ
lc ¼ 1
2
x215=ð1 x9  x10Þ2 þ x29=2
 1=2
ðOuter coreÞ
For core member buckling, the factor k1 in (81) is typically adjusted to simulate diﬀerent end support con-
ditions. The choices k1 = 1 and k1 = 4 correspond separately to simply-supported and fully clamped con-
ditions, which may underestimate (k1 = 1) or overestimate (k1 = 4) the maximum allowable internal
pressure acting on the cylinder (Wicks and Hutchinson, 2001). The sensitivity of k1 on the optimal solution
will be discussed in Section 4.3.4.2. Corrugated core sandwich cylinders
The dimensionless weights per unit length of a corrugated core sandwich cylinder can be written as:
(1) Single-layered corrugated coreW =ðqR2oÞ ¼ p~c½1 ð1 x12Þ2 þ 2p
x13x7 þ 0:5ð1 x12Þx14x11
x14
þ 2pð1 x12Þ x13x6 þ 0:5x14x11x14 ð82Þ
~c ¼ 2x12x11ð1 x12Þ
sin ax13ð1 ð1 x12Þ2Þ
ð83Þ
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~c ¼ ð2x12  1Þf2x14 þ pð1 x12Þ  2½ðx13  x14Þ
2 þ x121=2gx9
2x13x12ðx12  1Þ ð85ÞThe three failure modes considered are facesheet yielding (governing equation same as that given in Eqs. (78)),
core member yielding and core member buckling, which readﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
2
rjx
E
 r
j
y
E
 !2
þ r
j
x
E
 !2
þ r
j
y
E
 !28<:
9=;
1=2
6 rY
E
ðj ¼ i; oÞ ðInclined core member yieldingÞ ð86Þ
rjx
E
6 p
2x211 sin
2 a
12ð1 v2Þx212
ðInclined core member bucklingÞ ð87ÞSince the length of an inclined core member is much larger than its width, the longitudinal stresses, rjx , has
negligible inﬂuence on core member buckling. The buckling of the inclined core member relies on its end con-
ditions, the latter governed by the stiﬀness of core members parallel and attached to the facesheets. Strong
parallel core members make the inclined core members clamped in transverse directions, whereas inclined
core members may be approximated as simply supported for weak parallel core members. For simplicity,
in (87), inclined core members are taken as simply supported in transverse directions, which may lead to
underestimation of the maximum allowable internal pressure for sandwich cylinders. Since the parallel core
members are assumed to merge into the facesheets, the associate failure modes are identical as those of the
facesheets.4.3. Optimal sandwich cylinders
In this section, inﬁnitely long hollow sandwich cylinders with open ends under internal pressure are opti-
mally designed for minimum weight, subjected to the constraints that no failure mode as discussed in the pre-
ceding section occurs. The optimization problem is solved using a sequential quadratic programming
algorithm embedded in a commercially available optimization solution engine iSIGHT (iSIGHTTM), with
the main programs coded in Matlab (MatlabTM). The material is assumed to be representative of a structural
steel, with rY/E = 0.001, sY/E = 0.00055 and v = 0.3. The optimization is carried out for speciﬁed values of
Pi/E, which represents the dimensionless internal pressure. The results are presented in Figs. 9–15 for the ﬁve
diﬀerent kinds of sandwich cylinders considered in this paper as well as isotropic hollow cylinders having solid
walls. The outer radius, Ro, of these cylinders is assumed to vary within 0.07 
 0.2 m, so that additional geo-
metrical constraints of Tj/Ro 6 0.001 (j = i, c,o) and Ri/RoP 0.5 are imposed. The former is based on the con-
sideration of manufacturing possibilities whilst the latter aims to make the shell of the sandwich cylinders
relatively thin. The optimization are terminated at Pi/E = 1.5 · 104, as large values of Pi/E would generate
facesheets that can no longer be considered thin. For ease of comparison, all truss core sandwich cylinders are
optimized with k1 = 1 assumed. The inﬂuence of k1 on the optimal designs has nonetheless been evaluated,
with the results presented in Fig. 16.
4.3.1. Kagome´ core sandwich
Fig. 9(a) presents the dimensionless weight per unit cylinder length as a function of the dimensionless load-
ing parameter Pi/E for Kagome´ core with both tetrahedral and pyramidal sub-geometries; the corresponding
sizing and shaping design variables are plotted in Figs. 10 and 11, also as functions of Pi/E. The dimensionless
weight of both types of Kagome´ core sandwich cylinder varies nearly linearly with respect to Pi/E, with
Kagome´ core sandwich cylinders having pyramidal subgeometry slightly lighter than Kagome´ core sandwich
cylinders having tetrahedral subgeometry. For both types of cylinder, as shown in Figs. 10(a) and 11(a), the
thickness of the outer facesheet and the radius of the core members almost do not change with Pi/E, with the
Fig. 9. (a) Minimum weights of single-layered corrugated core sandwich cylinders and truss core sandwich cylinders, including Kagome´
truss core sandwich cylinders (k1 = 1), single-layered and double-layered pyramidal truss core sandwich cylinders (k1 = 1); (b) comparison
of optimal weights of various truss core sandwich cylinders, single-layered and double-layered corrugated core sandwich cylinders and
isotropic cylinders having solid wall, all plotted as functions of the loading parameter Pi/E and calculated with rY/E = 0.001, sY/
E = 0.00055, v = 0.3, Ri/RoP 0.5 and To/RoP 0.001.
3252 T. Liu et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 3231–3266dimensionless thickness of outer facesheet determined by the lower bound To/RoP 0.001. On the other hand,
the thickness of the inner facesheet increases linearly with increasing Pi/E, implying that the linear variation of
cylinder weight with Pi/E is governed by Ti/Ro. As shown later in the numerical examples for Kagome´ core
cylinders in Section 5.1, the thicker the outer facesheet is, the more heavily loaded the core members are.
Hence, an optimally designed Kagome´ core sandwich cylinder prefers lightly loaded core members. Within
Fig. 10. (a) Size and (b) shape design variables for Kagome´ truss core sandwich cylinders with tetrahedral subgeometry (k1 = 1), with rY/
E = 0.001, sY/E = 0.00055, v = 0.3, Ri/RoP 0.5 and To/RoP 0.001.
T. Liu et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 3231–3266 3253the range of loading considered, the active failure modes are core member buckling, punch shearing and inner
facesheet yielding for Kagome´ core with tetrahedral subgeometry, and core member buckling and inner face-
sheet yielding for Kagome´ core with pyramidal subgeometry. As for the shape design variables shown in
Fig. 10(b) and 11(b), over a large portion of the loading range, it is found that a/b = 0.428 for Kagome´ core
with tetrahedral subgeometry and a/b = 1 for Kagome´ core with pyramidal subgeometry. Note that for both
types of Kagome´ core cylinder, Ri/Ro is ﬁxed at 0.5, representing the lower bound.
Fig. 11. (a) Size and (b) shape design variables for Kagome´ truss core sandwich cylinders with pyramidal subgeometry (k1 = 1), with rY/
E = 0.001, sY/E = 0.00055, v = 0.3, Ri/RoP 0.5 and To/RoP 0.001.
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For single- and double-layered pyramidal truss core sandwich cylinders, Figs. 9(a), 12 and 13 plot the
dimensionless minimum weight per unit cylinder length and the corresponding sizing and shaping design vari-
ables as functions of Pi/E. Similar to Kagome´ core sandwiches, Ri/Ro and To/Ro are all ﬁxed at their lower
bounds. For both types of cylinder, the variations of dimensionless weight and sizing design variables follow
Fig. 12. (a) Size and (b) shape design variables for single-layered pyramidal truss core sandwich cylinders (k1 = 1), with rY/E = 0.001, sY/
E = 0.00055, v = 0.3, Ri/RoP 0.5 and To/RoP 0.001.
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failure modes are core member buckling and inner facesheet yielding for single-layered sandwich cylinders,
and inner core member buckling, outer core member buckling and inner facesheet yielding for double-layered
Fig. 13. (a) Size and (b) shape design variables for double-layered pyramidal truss core cylinders (k1 = 1), with rY/E = 0.001, sY/
E = 0.00055, v = 0.3, Ri/RoP 0.5 and To/RoP 0.001.
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the sizes of the central facesheet and outer core members are small, their structural contributions are not
signiﬁcant. Over the whole loading range considered, the ratio between the outer core and inner core is
a1/b1 = 0.19.
Fig. 14. (a) Size and (b) shape design variables for single-layered corrugated core sandwich cylinders, with rY/E = 0.001, sY/E = 0.00055,
v = 0.3, Ri/RoP 0.5 and To/RoP 0.001.
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The optimal solutions for single- and double-layered corrugated core sandwich cylinders are presented in
Figs. 9(b), 14 and 15. Again, the variation of the dimensionless weight of both types of cylinder is determined
by the inner facesheet, with the non-dimensional thickness of both the core member and the outer facesheet
Fig. 15. (a) Size and (b) shape design variables for double-layered corrugated core sandwich cylinders, with rY/E = 0.001, sY/E = 0.00055,
v = 0.3, Ri/RoP 0.5 and To/RoP 0.001.
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core members is 68.2 for optimally designed single-layered corrugated cores and 30.96 for double-layered
corrugated cores. The length f of the core members parallel to the facesheets is small, with f = 0 for single-lay-
ered cores and f/Ro = 0–0.15 for double-layered cores. Similar to truss core sandwiches, Ri/Ro is ﬁxed at the
lower bound (0.5). The active failure modes for both types of corrugated core sandwich cylinder are core mem-
ber buckling and inner facesheet yielding.
Fig. 16. Comparison of the minimum weights of Kagome´ truss core sandwich cylinders with those having pyramidal subgeometry for two
choices of core member end conditions: k1 = 1 (simply supported) and k1 = 4 (clamped), all with rY/E = 0.001, sY/E = 0.00055, v = 0.3,
Ri/RoP 0.5 and To/RoP 0.001.
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Fig. 9(a) and (b) compare the dimensionless weights per unit length of isotropic hollow cylinders having
solid walls and the ﬁve diﬀerent kinds of sandwich cylinders considered in this work, with k1 = 1 selected
for truss core sandwiches. Except for double-layered corrugated core sandwiches, the structural eﬃciencies
of the remaining cellular core sandwich cylinders are very similar, which are far superior to that of a
solid-walled cylinder, especially for more heavily loaded cases. With both the minimum weights and
failure modes considered, Kagome´ core sandwich cylinders with pyramidal subgeometry appear to have
the best overall performance. With the additional factor of fabrication considered, single-layered
corrugated core sandwich cylinders excel. Double-layered corrugated core sandwiches have the worst
performance because the core members cannot vary their sizes according to the stress gradients in the
core.
To evaluate the inﬂuence of buckling coeﬃcient k1 on the optimal solution for truss core sandwiches,
Fig. 16 presents the minimum weights of Kagome´ truss core sandwich cylinders with pyramidal subgeometry
with respect to diﬀerent values of k1. By noting that core member buckling is no longer the governing failure
mode for the cases of k1 = 4 (fully clamped truss), it is seen from Fig. 16 that the minimum cylinder weights
corresponding separately to k1 = 1 (simply supported truss) and k1 = 4 are so close to each other that it can be
concluded that the optimal solution is not sensitive to k1. It can also be deduced that inner facesheet yielding is
the key constraint for all optimal truss core sandwich cylinders, since signiﬁcant changes of the critical buck-
ling load of truss core members have little inﬂuence on the optimal solution.
To understand the inﬂuence of the lower bounds of Ri/Ro and Tj/Ro (j = i, c,o), Figs. 17 and 18 present
separately the minimum weights of Kagome´ truss core sandwich cylinders with pyramidal subgeometry and
single-layered corrugated core sandwich cylinders, for selected values of the lower bounds of Tj/Ro and
Ri/Ro. For the main part of the loading range, the optimal solution occurs at the lower bounds of the
design variables for both types of core material. It is striking to ﬁnd that the minimum weights are quite
sensitive to the lower bounds of Ri/Ro, and thick-shelled sandwich cylinders have more weight advan-
tages than thin-shelled sandwich cylinders since the inner facesheets of thick-shelled sandwich cylin-
ders are thinner than those of thin-shelled sandwiches. The inﬂuence of the lower bounds of Tj/Ro on the
Fig. 17. Comparison of the minimum weights of Kagome´ truss core sandwich cylinders with those having pyramidal subgeometry (k1 = 1)
for diﬀerent lower bounds of: (a) Ri/Ro with To/RoP 0.001; (b) To/Ro with Ri/RoP 0.5, all with rY/E = 0.001, sY/E = 0.00055 and
v = 0.3.
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is small.
5. Numerical veriﬁcations
To check the validity and accuracy of the computational model presented in Section 3, numerical results
obtained with the ﬁnite element (FE) analysis are presented below, covering the ﬁve diﬀerent core topologies
of Figs. 2 and 3.
Fig. 18. Comparison of the minimum weights of single-layered corrugated core sandwich cylinders for diﬀerent lower bounds of: (a) Ri/Ro
with To/RoP 0.001 and (b) To/Ro with Ri/RoP 0.5, all with rY/E = 0.001, sY/E = 0.00055 and v = 0.3.
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The ﬁrst set of numerical veriﬁcations is performed on truss core sandwich cylinders with or without end
caps. Table 1 shows the geometries and loading conditions for six internally pressurized Kagome´ truss core
sandwich cylinders, which represent separately moderately and heavily loaded sandwich cylinders with thin
or thick shells. The subgeometry of the Kagome´ truss is either pyramidal or tetrahedral. The base material
for both the facesheets and core is structural steel, with E = 206 GPa, v = 0.3 and q = 7900 kg/m3. The com-
mercially available FE code ANSYS (ANSYS, 2003) is employed to perform the numerical analysis, with
the truss members modeled by 2-node Timoshenko beam element (Beam 188, in ANSYS notations) and
Table 1
Geometries of numerical testing cases for Kagome´ truss core sandwich cylinders, all with E = 206 GPa, v = 0.3, q = 7900 kg/m3
Case Ro (m) a/Ro b/Ro D/Ro D1/Ro D2/Ro r/Ro To/Ro Ti/Ro Pi/E Core topology
1 0.1 0.1 0.15 0.127 0.1885 0.1885 0.00274 0.00141 0.0284 4e5 Pyramidal subgeometry
2 0.062 0.097 0.097 0.226 0. 226 0.323 0.0095 0.0626 0.0626 4.85e5 Pyramidal subgeometry
3 0.082 0.195 0.195 0.171 0.171 0.244 0.0084 0.06 0.06 4.85e5 Pyramidal subgeometry
4 0.1 0.25 0.25 0.01155 0.1155 0.126 0.0029 0.002 0.0284 10e5 Tetrahedral subgeometry
5* 0.082 0.195 0.195 0.171 0.171 0.244 0.0084 0.06 0.06 4.85e5 End-capped; pyramidal subgeometry
6* 0.1 0.1 0.15 0.127 0.1885 0.1885 0.00274 0.00141 0.0284 4e5 End-capped; pyramidal subgeometry
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the cylindrical struts is ﬁxed at 1.5 m. The results obtained using the computational model in Section 3 for
maximum core member forces/moments are compared with those using the FE analysis in Table 2. In Table
3, the results for the maximum stress components in facesheets are compared.
As shown in Table 1, Cases 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6 represent thick-shelled cylinders, whereas Case 2 is thin-shelled.
In Cases 1 and 6, the two pyramidal subgeometries in the Kagome´ truss are similar with a/b = 2/3; for the
remaining cases, the two subgeometries are symmetric. The outer facesheets for Cases 1, 4 and 6 are thinner
than the inner facesheets, whereas in Cases 2, 3 and 5, the inner and outer facesheets have the same thickness.
The results of Tables 2 and 3 demonstrate that the proposed computational model can reliably predict the
behaviors of truss core sandwich cylinders. Hence, this computational model may be used as the benchmark to
check the validity of eﬀective constitutive relations for truss materials or the validity of sandwich theories for
truss core sandwiches, especially for thick-shelled sandwich structures.
The results of Table 2 indicate further that, in all cases, the axial forces in core members are so dominant
that the rest of internal forces/moments are negligible, validating the proposed internal forces distribution inTable 2
Maximum internal forces and moments in core members in Kagome´ truss core sandwich cylinders (Table 1)
Case Fx (N) Fy (N) Fz (N) Mx (N m) My (N m) Mz (N m)
1 21:0213:3
0:22
0:08
0:52
0:32
0
6	104
0
1:93	104
0
3:23	104
2 132:71105:3
2:71
2:91
6:27
7:53
0
2:6	105
0
5:6	105
0
1:2	105
3 115:6107:3
0:19
0:8
0:29
1:8
0
9	106
0
3	105
0
4	106
4 24:0217:3
0:29
0:093
0:58
0:018
0
6:3	106
0
1:42	105
0
3:1	105
5 120:9127:3
1:27
2:81
1:29
1:78
0
5:3	104
0
1:42	104
0
0:442	104
6 22:6627:3
0:28
0:58
0:72
0:12
0
5:4	104
0
1:43	104
0
1:23	104
The relationship between local coordinates and global coordinates for a core member is shown in Fig. 6. The numerators refer to the
results obtained from the computational model in Section 3, and the denominators represent the results obtained using the ﬁnite element
analysis.
Table 3
Maximum stress components in both inner and outer facesheets of Kagome´ truss core sandwich cylinders (Table 1)
Case riRR (Pa) r
i
hh (Pa) r
i
ZZ (Pa) r
i
von (Pa) r
o
RR (Pa) r
o
hh (Pa) r
o
ZZ (Pa) r
o
von (Pa)
1 8:24	10
6
7:74	106
2:13	108
2:10	108
6:16	107
6:42	107
1:964	108
1:964	108
1:43	105
1:43	105
1:01	108
1:18	108
3:04	107
3:74	107
9:02	107
9:25	107
2 10
7
107
1:2	108
1:23	108
3:3	107
3:51	107
1:14	108
1:20	108
7:09	105
1:164	105
1:134	107
1:18	107
3:19	106
3:82	106
1:07	106
1:42	106
3 10
7
0:98	107
9:2	107
9:5	107
2:5	107
2:9	107
8:98	107
9:17	107
6:36	105
1:15	105
1:07	107
1:05	107
3:02	107
3:5	107
1:02	107
1:13	107
4 2:06	10
7
2:06	107
3:54	108
3:59	108
1:0	108
1:17	108
3:32	108
3:69	108
2:28	105
3:12	105
1:14	108
1:48	108
3:4	107
4:01	107
1:01	108
1:35	108
5 10
7
0:97	107
9:17	107
9:25	107
9:17	107
9:25	107
8:84	107
8:55	107
6:54	105
0:88	105
1:13	107
1:16	107
1:13	107
1:78	107
1:18	107
1:52	107
6 8:24	10
6
6	106
2:05	108
2:06	108
1:04	108
1:04	108
1:91	108
1:91	108
1:54	105
2:3	105
1:07	108
1:10	108
7:48	107
8:78	107
9:45	107
9:78	107
The numerators refer to the results obtained from the computational model in Section 3, and the denominators correspond to the results
from the FE analysis. The superscripts i and o denote inner and outer facesheets, respectively. The subscript von stands for the von Mises
stress in facesheets.
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idated by these numerical examples. Furthermore, it is shown that the stronger (thicker) the outer facesheets
are, the more heavily loaded the core members are. As discussed previously in Section 4, a weaker (thin) outer
facesheet is preferred for optimized sandwich cylinders.
Tables 4–6 compare the predictions obtained with the computational model for pyramidal truss core sand-
wich cylinders and those using the FE simulation. Again, it is seen from these results that the predictions from
the model for both single- and double-layered pyramidal truss core sandwiches agree well with the results from
the FE analysis.5.2. Single- and double-layered corrugated cores
The second set of numerical veriﬁcations aims to examine the corrugated core sandwich cylinders without
end caps. Table 7 shows the geometry and loading conditions for ﬁve internally pressurized corrugated core
sandwich cylinders, which represent moderately and heavily loaded sandwich cylinders having thin or thick
shells, respectively. For the tested cases, the length of the cylinders is ﬁxed at 1.5 m. The base material for both
the core members and facesheets is the same as that for truss core sandwiches examined in Section 5.1. The 8-
node quadrilateral shell elements in ANSYS (Shell99) are employed to model the behaviors of facesheets orTable 4
Geometries of numerical testing cases for pyramidal truss core sandwich cylinders, all with E = 206 GPa, v = 0.3, q = 7900 kg/m3
Case Ro (m) b1/Ro D3/Ro D4/Ro a1/Ro ri/Ro ro/Ro To/Ro Ti/Ro Tc/Ro Pi/E Sandwich topology
1 0.1 0.125 0.1896 – – 0.0034 – 0.0141 0.0284 – 15e5 Single-layered
2 0.07 0. 2 0.1047 – – 0.00338 – 0.0101 0.0184 – 5e5 Single-layered
3 0.07 0.143 – 0.15 0.143 0.00412 0.00412 0.0144 0.0263 0.0144 5e5 Double-layered
4 0.1 0.125 – 0.1896 0.125 0.0034 0.0034 0.0141 0.0284 0.0141 10e5 Double-layered
Table 5
Maximum internal forces and moments in core members of pyramidal truss core sandwich cylinders (Table 4)
Case Fx (N) Fy (N) Fz (N) Mx (N m) My (N m) Mz (N m)
1 574:7457:49
2:57
1:37
7:86
2:82
0
6	107
0
1:93	106
0
3:23	104
2 37:2846:73
2:01
0:075
1:27
0:033
0
5:6	107
0
4:5	108
0
8:2	107
3 Inner core 74:2863:73
1:21
0:035
0:23
0:0143
0
3:2	107
0
2:6	107
0
0:23	107
Outer core 19:756:9
0:22
0:005
0:023
0:0043
0
0:2	107
0
0:16	107
0
0:03	107
4 Inner core 273:05254:2
1:22
0:205
0:63
0:173
0
2:23	107
0
2:36	107
0
0:072	107
Outer core 26:0517:3
0:28
0:015
0:053
0:0123
0
0:782	107
0
4:2	107
0
0:252	107
The relationship between local coordinates and global coordinates for a core member is shown in Fig. 6. The numerators refer to the
results obtained from the computational model in Section 3, and denominators correspond to the results from the FE analysis.
Table 6
Maximum stress components in the facesheets of pyramidal truss core sandwich cylinders (Table 4)
Case riRR (Pa) r
i
hh (Pa) r
i
ZZ (Pa) r
i
von (Pa) r
o
RR (Pa) r
o
hh (Pa) r
o
ZZ (Pa) r
o
von (Pa) r
m
RR (Pa) r
m
hh (Pa) r
m
ZZ (Pa) r
m
von (Pa)
1 3:09	10
7
2:07	107
8:19	108
8:35	108
2:36	108
2:54	107
7:52	108
7:35	108
3:97	105
2:25	105
2:817	108
2:88	108
8:33	107
7:74	107
2:53	108
2:72	108 – – – –
2 1:03	10
7
0:76	107
3:31	108
2:34	108
9:641	107
7:10	107
3:03	108
2:13	108
2:12	106
0:625	106
2:1	108
2:28	108
6:24	107
7:61	107
1:88	108
1:83	108 – – – –
3 1:03	10
7
0:76	107
2:57	108
2:24	108
7:404	107
6:92	107
2:37	108
2:08	108
4:72	105
6:74	105
3:28	107
8:28	107
9:68	106
1:2	107
0:3	108
0:78	108
1:86	106
0:72	106
8	107
8:08	107
2:34	107
2:08	107
7:25	107
6:18	107
4 2:06	10
7
1:96	107
5:6	108
4:89	108
1:618	107
1:54	107
5:14	108
4:86	108
2:66	105
3:12	105
1:883	107
3:25	107
5:60	106
6:2	106
1:69	107
2:25	107
1:86	106
0:92	106
9:86	107
8:38	107
2:94	107
2:38	107
8:92	107
7:86	107
The numerators refer to the results obtained from the computational model, and the denominators represent the results from FE analysis.
The superscripts i, o and m denote inner, outer and mid facesheets, respectively. The subscript von stands for the von Mises stress in
facesheets.
Table 7
Geometries of numerical testing cases for corrugated core sandwich cylinders, all with E = 206 GPa, v = 0.3, q = 7900 kg/m3
Case Ro (m) p/Ro hc/Ro f/Ro To/Ro Ti/Ro Tc/Ro Pi/E Sandwich topology
1 0.12 0.145 0.167 0 0.00417 0.0192 0.00325 4e5 Single-layered
2 0.15 0.0837 0.333 0 0.00167 0.00867 0.0026 15e5 Single-layered
3 0.15 0.0837 0.333 0.0533 0.00367 0.00867 0.0026 15e5 Single-layered
4 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 0.005 0.023 0.0039 10e5 Double-layered
5 0.13 0.077 0.192 0 0.0046 0.0253 0.003 8e5 Double-layered
3264 T. Liu et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 44 (2007) 3231–3266core members parallel (attached) to the facesheets, and the 4-node quadrilateral shell elements (Shell 63) are
selected for inclined core members. The results obtained separately using the computational model of Section
3 and the FE analysis are compared in Table 8 for the maximum core member membrane stresses/moments,
and in Table 9 for the maximum stress components in facesheets.
As shown in Table 7, Cases 1–3 are single-layered sandwich cylinders, whilst Cases 4 and 5 are double-lay-
ered sandwich cylinders. Amongst these cylinders, Cases 2, 3 and 5 are thick-shelled structures and Cases 1
and 4 are thin-shelled. The results presented in Tables 8 and 9 conﬁrms the validity and accuracy of the pro-
posed computational model for modeling the behaviors of both single- and double-layered corrugated core
sandwich cylinders.
For all the cases considered, as shown in Table 8, the behaviors of inclined core members are governed by
direct axial deformation mechanism, with negligible bending moments relative to the membrane forces. These
numerical examples also suggest that the small deformation assumption adopted in Section 3 is adequate
within the loading range considered.Table 8
Maximum membrane stresses/moments in inclined core members of corrugated core sandwich cylinders (Table 7)
Case rx (Pa) ry (Pa) rvon (Pa) Mx (N m) My (N m) Mxy (N m)
1 1:78	10
7
2	107
5:95	107
2:64	107
5:287	107
4:14	107
0
0:11
0:31
0:03
0
0:0323
2 3:23	10
7
2:59	107
1:07	108
0:77	108
9:7	107
7:3	107
0
2:85	105
0:25
2:85	105
0
2:25	103
3 6:23	10
7
6:5	107
2:08	108
1:923	108
1:84	108
2:08	108
0
0:256
0:089
1:58
0
0:046
4 Inner core 4:12	10
7
4:82	107
1:24	108
1:27	108
1:10	108
0:96	108
0
0:0256
1:1
0:86	103
0
0:95	102
Outer core 2:42	10
7
2:2	107
6:53	107
6:43	107
5:72	107
5:4	107
0
0:00356
0:85
0:12	104
0
0:54	102
5 Inner core 1:94	10
7
1:7	107
5:68	107
5:88	107
5:01	107
3:03	107
0
0:236
0:115
1:82	104
0
1:56	103
Outer core 1:34	10
7
1:2	107
3:12	107
3:2	107
2:7	107
2:2	107
0
0:028
0:0913
0:62	104
0
0:86	103
The numerators refer to the results obtained from the computational model, and the denominators correspond to the results from FE
analysis. The subscript von stands for the von Mises stress in inclined core members. The relationship between local coordinates and global
coordinates is shown in Fig. 7(d), where the notations Mx , My and Mxy are annotated.
Table 9
Maximum stress components in the facesheets of corrugated core sandwich cylinders (Table 7)
Case riRR (Pa) r
i
hh (Pa) r
i
ZZ (Pa) r
i
von (Pa) r
o
RR (Pa) r
o
hh (Pa) r
o
ZZ (Pa) r
o
von (Pa) r
m
RR (Pa) r
m
hh (Pa) r
m
ZZ (Pa) r
cen
von (Pa)
1 8:24	10
6
7:8	106
3:17	108
3:7	108
9:26	107
10:95	107
2:88	108
3:2	108
8:94	105
5:1	105
2:15	108
0:926	108
6:41	107
2:64	107
1:91	108
0:82	108 – – – –
2 3:09	10
7
2:94	107
2:12	109
2:48	109
6:29	108
7:29	108
1:91	109
2:22	109
2:22	106
1:59	106
1:33	109
0:56	109
4	108
1:64	108
1:19	109
0:5	109 – – – –
3 3:09	10
7
3:01	107
1:89	109
2:15	109
5:54	108
5:6	108
1:69	109
1:79	109
4:3	106
3:5	106
1:17	109
1:19	109
3:5	108
2:39	108
1:048	109
1:17	109 – – – –
4 2:06	10
7
2:03	107
6:57	108
6:78	108
1:91	108
1:81	108
6:02	108
6:22	108
1:66	106
0:46	106
3:32	108
1:19	108
9:92	108
3:47	107
2:93	108
1:14	108
3:53	106
1:17	106
4:28	108
3:59	108
1:27	108
1:12	108
3:83	108
3:09	108
5 1:648	10
7
1:63	107
4:26	108
4:15	108
1:23	108
1:12	108
3:92	108
3:56	108
7:73	106
2:16	105
1:67	108
1:81	108
5:04	108
5:01	107
1:49	108
1:69	108
1:76	106
0:5	106
2:24	108
1:77	108
6:68	107
5:06	107
2	108
1:43	108
The numerators refer to the results obtained from the computational model, and the denominators represent the results from ﬁnite element
analysis. The superscripts i, o and m denote inner, outer and mid facesheets, respectively. The subscript von stands for the von Mises stress
in facesheets.
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The optimal dimensions and minimum weights of open-ended sandwich cylinders having ﬁve diﬀerent
ultralight core topologies, which are internally pressurized, have been evaluated using a homogenization-based
computational model. The Kagome´ truss core with pyramidal subgeometry and single-layered corrugated core
have the best overall performance amongst all the core topologies considered. Of the possible failure modes
investigated, the yielding of the inner facesheet is the key constraint that limits the performance of an inter-
nally pressurized sandwich cylinder. The optimal solution is sensitive to the inner to outer cylinder radius
ratio, Ri/Ro. Lighter sandwich cylinders prefer smaller values of Ri/Ro, which may be attractive if the cylinder
is also required for active cooling via forced convection through the ﬂow-through open core topology.
To construct the computational model, eﬀective constitutive relations of Kagome´ truss and corrugated core
are formulated, with a separate homogenization strategy employed for corrugated core sandwiches. Valida-
tion of this strategy on bending and transverse shearing structures made of corrugated core sandwiches will
be presented in a separate study. Further works on lightweight sandwich cylinders will focus on multifunc-
tional applications (e.g., simultaneous load bearing and active cooling) as well as their capability for noise
transmission.Acknowledgements
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